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INTRODUCTION
Since the mid 1980s rnore than a dozen scrunu-
nities inNebraska have caried out the Business
Retention and Expansion (BRE) program thatis
outlinecl in tfris handbook Withoutexcepion" both
tre csnmunities and the businesses involved have
r€porbd pcitive results.
The BRE p'rogram is a stmctured,locally imple'
nurted, actiqr oriented economic developrnent
p'roF.ct aimed at stimulating local economic develop
rrsrt ard grurft by helping aisfingbusiness.
Shrdks sluw trat cisting busirerses account for 40
o 70 perceltof tterEtchangeinenrploynentin a
givur area- focu-*g estffitic developrnent efforB
qr tle budrrm is critical b ernployment and
communitygrowdr.
Befor,e a community can help its established
businesses, it must have a communication mecha-
nism to pinpoint problems, cotK€rns, and opinions.
The BRE program is thatmechanism. The program
involves local volunteers visiting businesses b gather
inforrnatiqr about developnrent problenrs, ecoromic
crrncerns, and opinions about the community as a
place to dobusiness. Once aware of these p'roblems
and Gcncems, local leaderscan work to improve the
local b'usiness dimate.
Forexample,if a manufacturer wants toexpand
its facility b'ut lacks financial backinp local leaders
can direct owners to programs that offur financial
incentives for e<pansion. If a business leader has
diffiailty r€cruiting adequably trained employees,
pe*aps lml lederscan imprcveaccess bprograms
d€dgned b enlrance labor training. Leaders muld
aboact as omhrdsrnenbetrpeen tre community
ccllqe ard irdustry with the intention of helping to
madr tc sdmlstrainingwidr theindusqy's reeds.
Tte examdes illustnte the essence of the BRE
progrart identifying ways b help existing busi-
rEes.
This hardb@kisdesigred asa guide forcom-
munity leaders plannfuqg to carry out a Business
Retention and Expansion p'rogram' Due to variations
in local needs and t€sourc€s, communities are
encouraged to customize thee tools.
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The harxlbook is divided into three rnaix
sections:
L BusinessReHrtion and Erpansion Ovenview
Whols Involved? Roles and Responsibilities
The Questionnaire: Tlre C-ore of the Program
tr. Guidelircs for Implernenting the Prognm
How the Program Works ... From Sart to
Finistl
Developing Recomrrerrtations and
ImplernentationPlans
tvlatdng ltPublic lteparing And Prcsenting
TheFinal RePort
III. SupplerrrentaryN{aterial
Program Tools: Examples and Suggestions
forFollow-uP
Each chapter erglains ttc parts of the Pr%Rm
and provides zuggestions for adapting the materials
to )rour need3. The examples in Part Itr ar€ intended
to be tools that can be customized to )'our situation'
Where the text discusses the use for one of these
tools, you will see a pointing ttanf (eg.). Use this easy
reference rnark to checkback in tlre tel<t for guidance
as )'ou PrcPare your Program.
The suggetions of Dr. C'eorge Morse,
University of Minnesota, have been impor-
tant to the development of Nebraska's BRE
prcgram and ftris publicatioru
This harutbookalso relies on futeas fond
in Ertatsbn krsbrcs petmtion md FrWEbn
R$erarcMannal, a publicatiur zupportea Uy
the Western Rural Development C-eng at
C-orvallis, Oregon Permission to adapt
material from Ssccess GwunBa,t At Hotttc
(1988) was obtained from the Economic
Development Oegarunent Mchigan Bell
Telephone.
lntroduction - Page 1.
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Overview
Business Retention and Expansion Ovenriew
Who Is Involved: Roles and Responsibilities
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Several leadership roles with defined responsi-
bilities are essential to the success of any Business
Retention and Expansion program. These key play-
ers indude the sponsor, propct coordinator, spon-
sor, task force members, volunteer interviewers
and an outside facilitator.
Sponsor
While sponsors may come from any sector of
Ore comnrmity, often the dramber of crommerce or
cE E unity budrress and industrial development
organizaticts 6ll ftis role. Their commitnent may
be a verbal agreerrent. However, a formal written
proclamation, signed by the mayor or another high
ranking local official, can help ensure publicity and
cooperation.
A sponsoring group has the responsibility to:
. Provide or arrange financing
r Recrrrit a project coordinator
. Help provide or recruit task force members
. Provide meeting facilities and derical sup-
port
All four responsibilities are important to the
success of the protram, however financing is a pa.r-
ticularly critical item. Program costs are kept to a
minimum by relying on volunteers, butit is
important to recognize and plan for printing
rnailing, faining and other costs. In addition, nrany
com:nunities contract with a facilitator from out-
side thecqnmunity to tabulate and analyze data,
hdp prcpare pretininary recommendations and
wrie the final report. Arranging adequate financial
sup'pct in adrnnce will ensure that the program
pro{iresses on rhedule.
Proiect Coordinator
At the center of the program is the project
coordinator who provides local communication,
coordinatiory and encouragement. The coordinator
should be widely recognized and respected by
business and community leaders. This person also
needs administrative and rnanagement skills to
work with volunteer and community leaders
during the project.
The proiect coordinator is often found among
business or community officials who have special
economic development responsibilities and/or
training. In smaller communities, volunteers with
experience in business and community decision
making make strong proiect coordinators.
The BRE proiect coordinatoy's responsibilities
are to:
. lnvolve key organization leaders and keep
them informed
. Prepare news releases for the local media
. Qganize task force meetinp (orientatiorU
training, analysis and recommendations)
. Ensure prompt follow-up on business
requests for assistance
With the assistance of the task force members,
the propst coordinator will also need to:
. Developaworkplan
. Recruit and help train volunteer interviewers
. Schedule visits and interviews with local firms
o Collect surveys and guard their confidentiality
. Help identify souroes of federal, state,
regional, and local assistance
. Organize or present final results at a commu-
nitymeeting
r Facilitate the follow-up of task force
recommendations
Usually the project coordinator works two to
three days per week on the BRE program during
the first month to recruit volunteer intenriewers
and identify the firms to be visited. From the initiral
orientation meeting to the presentation of the final
report, these proiects usually take three to four
months. However, the timetable is often adiushd
to reflect variations in local needs and expectadons.
This publication is designed to help the proiect ce
ordinator organize and manage the BRE proiect.
Thsk Force Member
The task force should include people with both
local business and community decision making ex-
perience. Business leaders are expected to bring
firsthand knowledge of management concerns and
a strong interest in economic development. The
task force should also include elected city and
county officials, as well as administrators with a
working knowledge of the community decision
making procedures.
The task force should be small enough to make
efficient decisions and guril anfiilentialiA, yet
large enough to handle the responsibilities. The
maix roles of the thsk force are to:
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. Select businesses to be interviewed
. Recruit volunteer interviewers
. Generate recommendations based upon the
responses of business owners and managers
. Preview the questionnaire and eliminate the
questions that don't fit the community
Task force members often assist the project co'
ordinator with the implementation of the program.
Members are often asked to:
" Develop a work plan
. Schedule visits and interviews with local firms
. DesiF and carry out plans to provide assis-
tance for specific requests, problems or con-
cerns noted during the firm visits
. Help present the final report to the community
The time commitment for task force members
depends upon the number of members and the
responsibilities delegated to them. A minimum of
two meetings before the business interviews is
realistic. Following these interviews, hsk force
members should anticipate at least four meetings
with one being a public meeting to present the
results and recommendations to the community.
Volunteer Interviewers
Volunteer interviewers also should have both
business and community decision making experi-
ence. They should be able to act impartially when
carrying out BRE business. The principal irb of the
volunteers is to gather information, not to defend
existing policies or programs. See the iob descrip-
tion in Program Tools 1p. a0l. Their primary obiec-
tives are to:
o Demonstrate a community interest in exist-
ing business performance
. Gather information describing strengths and
weaknesses of the local business climate
. Describe special requests for assistance, or
"r& flags," that need prompt attention
After the business interview is over, volunteers
are encouragd to describe suggestions for follow-
up on the form found in the Program Tools Ip.35].
This allows volunteers to highlight the basic mn-
c€rns or suggestions of the business interviewed, as
well as describe red flags and the present need for
prompt action. These suggestions will be returned
with the completed questionnaire to the project co-
ordinator in a sealed envelope.
The volunteers should be required to attend a
training session before the business interviews.
This session gives the volunteers an opportunity to
review the interview queshors. asi :: ' * - , :j
abouttheprogram, and obtain la'i:: --,-l r' -
mation on the businesses to L=- i:.li:-, r'-'*.'; - .
duresused toensure confider'na.rr, - r li:
information gathered must tre strL=i.: .ll :i .: :rrr
Volunteers should work tn tea;rur .': :'r
conducting the interviews. One Pere--r' ^ .'-.:: : -
discussion on track while the other r-':'- ::: :.- .
information. Because volunteers ha',. :::: ' - -
peting demands for their hme, onll;.r'-, -: : . '--
business interviews for each tearn aP: rr':-:i:r--
ded. Volunteers need to allot' onc' hou: :--: :: -
actual interview, plus extra trme to make a-a: i --
menb and rewrite notes followlng the lnir'r-,,::rc
Outside Facilitator
Up to this point the guidelrrx- i- I ::r - l
team of volunteers tras empha s.:.-:
ship and a do-it-yourse lf apl: -; :: . '- i r -
community has different rt\-.::.r- : .r , e. J-:'., .;:d
differentchallenges to addr:* :-: j 1-a-*" a:rr,
communities may decide tc hr:i. : :r: "rt:r -:Gt
outside the community. An r'r.-l'*\.'l: :a--,-. -rt.r :r!
assist in training, analysis, an,j l'.i-ri: ^i-. ;F !t;'
tasks. These "outsiders" also car, i i.; : '-."r' r' *
members ensure the confidenha'r:' : -'i t -r ' *l
procedures.
Pmple with special trainr: l : t ;" - '-r o r'!ti
the Business Retention and Er: ":*. "- -r q-t::r r
other communities are re{on',:Tr:r "}ii -'F* Ft
often asked to:
. Train the volunteer lntt-. ii.* :'-r
. ComPile and anall'ze data
. Prepale preliminary fiMings
r ldentify reviewers from outside thc
community
In addition, an outside facilitator mav br:
expected to:
. Propose solutions to problems menbon.:
during the business visits
. Identify extemal sources of assistance r e
federal, state, regional, and local assistan:'-
. Counsel with individual firms on idenn::'-':
problems or issues
The facilitator should have a thorough i: *
edge of the BRE program experiences alonE '^ '* r
strong economic development backgrounc l:':-,
can be found in both the public and privatt- r':* rr
Nebraska Cooperative Extension Educators a.i 'r'
as people associated with the Department r': I . '
nomic Development and public power disi:.-:.
have helped facilitate BRE projects.
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The Core of the Program
The example questionnaire was designed to
organize interviews and make them interesting and
valuable to both the business leaders and volunteer
interviewers. The questionnaire is expected to help
business leaders identify and derribe opportuni-
ties that could strengthen their competitiveness
and the overall dimate for business.
Business Retention and Expansion programs
hrild arrCla refine cpmmunication networks be'
twe€n business and community decision makers.
Infrrratin gath€ring is the primary objective of
the facetoface inErviews. Tlre success of the ques-
dqrnaire depends ott the businessperson's willing-
rss todisclme inforrnation. Therefore, the
concterns, suggestions, and requests the business
leaders present must be tread confida*inlly.l\e
trust and confidence established and nurtured dur-
ing these visits is essential to the communil/s
long-term economic development efforb.
If the interviews ar€ going to be beneficial, it is
important that the volunteers understand each
question and why ifs being asked. The following
explanation can be photocopied and distributed,
along with a sample survey, at the training meet-
ing. Everyone should have a good understanding
of the survey before they begin the interviews.
Overview
The basic questionnaire, found in the Progran
Tools 1p.&341, was tested and refined in previous
Nebraska proi.cts. These questions direct the atten-
tkxr of owners and managers to the strengths and
wealcnesses in the local business dimate. Their con-
cerns and zuggestions nrill be used to PrePare
recunnrerdations important to business competi-
tiverress anC local economic development goals.
Ttre questionnaire has six sections:
Section I. Economic History and Contribu-
tions
Section II. Business Environment
Section III. Work Force and Labor Market
Concerns
Section IV. Business Plans
Section V. Business Assistance Needs
Section M. Questions of Special C-oncern
There are 42 questions in sections I - IV, includ-
ing some that call for multiple responses. Although
these questions have been carefully selected and
tested, task force members are invited to eliminate
any questions that do not fit their community or
the businesses to be visited.
Section M, "Questions of Special Conc€rn," are
questions proposed by local task force members.
These questions are expected to examine Gcncerns
unique to the community or probe selected issues
in greater depth.
This questionnaire was developed for use with
personal business visits by volunteer interview
teams. These questions can be answered in less
than one hour, but they often produce discussions
thatextend the interview perid.The following
suggestions are offered to reduce the time usually
required.
1. Mail the questionnaire to the business leaders
anil invite them to:
r Review the questionnaire
. Answer questions that call for a number, a
ranking or a yes/no r€sPonse
This allows them time to tNnk about their
response before the interview, leaving rnore tirne to
explore their concerns and suggestions during the
interview.
2. Train all volunteer interview teams to:
. Describe the questionnaire, its obFctives ard
the expected results
. Ident8assignments
. Arrange appointments
3. Review the suggesFd interview procedures:
. Use a friendly but businesslike approach
. Read questions just as they are written
. Take time for corrections, questions or
explanations
Why We Ask These Questions
"\ilhy We Ask These Questions," describes
each section of the questionnaire and the potential
implications of the business leaders responses. Un-
derstanding the purpose of each question will help
interviewers interpret the answers. The following is
a description and the potential implications of the
responses from business leaders.
The Quationruire:The Core of theProblem - Page 5
Economic History and Contributions
Ipp.8-Et, qq.1-101
This section of the questionnaire sets the stage
for discovering insights about the growth potential
of the business community. Businesses selling simi-
lar goods and services are expected to have com-
mon concerns and suggestions for improvement.
The old and new business mix may lead commu-
nity leaders to consider business incubator ideas
that enccurage new entrepreneurship. ln addition,
special recognition of a business leadey's longevity
and community contributions might enhance their
continuing support and participation.
Descriptions of the markets served, sales, and
employment generate a better understanding of
these businesses and their community imPact.
Identifying the markeb they serve reveals the
interdependence of area, regional and national
economies, and points to the importance of trans-
portation systems. These questions direct attention
to linkages affecting business decisions as well as
the communit5/s vulnerability to changes in popu-
lation, consumer tastes and preferences, and tech-
nology.
Local or area businesses are expected to reflect
trends toward consolidation, concentration, and
interdependence. Information-age technology has
influenced production, marketing and manage'
ment along with consumer behavior. Identifying
organizational linkages and their impact upon busi-
ness decisions will help assess their long-terrn
impact on independent entrepreneurs and the
communit5/s economic development strategies.
Business Environment
Ipp.29-3r, qq.tr-221
A business leader/s assessment of the overall
business climate in the mmmunity indicates their
level of satisfaction with specific economic
shengths and weaknesses.
Satisfaction with important services confirm
the communit5/s business dimate strengths. Dis-
satisfaction with selected services and suggestions
for improvements could reveal what short-term
adjusEnents can be made and avenues through
which long-term weaknesses could be addressed.
Questions about the building and associated
grounds will indicate whether there is sufficient
land and space available for the existing operation
and for future expansion. Location issues are also
targeted by questions about parking, highway
access and the transportation systems businesses
rely upon. The answers may reval a rned to se*
ine and perhaps fine-tune ccnmunity Plans to
address land and transPortatiqr bariers to bud-
ness growth.
Answers received to questions about sources of
funding and credit are used to assess the general
health of the business community. Community
leaders can use this information to identify-credit
problems, build awareness of alErnative sourtes of
funding and of the opportunities for business croun-
seling services.
Work Force and Labor Market Concerns
Ipp.9t-32, qq.23-301
Current labor market characteristics and long-
term labor trends are examined in this section.
Business leaders describe current employees, ben-
efit packages, and turnover along with their reten-
tion and recruitrnent problems. Subsequent
recommendations by the volunteers are upected
to identify information tiPs, as well as s€rvics
and community characteristics that are impcan
to work force rccruitment and regt6qu
The productivity of workers tus histrlzlty
been challenged, defended, and advertised becaur
of its importance to business ard ece
nomic development. Productivity is imPctant to
employees and communities, as wdl as emPloyerr
Fublic and private institutions affuct labq p,rodr-
tivity through education, trainin& and heelth care
services. This group of questiuts dir€cts attEntin
to opportunitie for communicatiqr rctworks ard
related programs that can be introduced or fine
tuned to maintain a slrong business climate.
Business Plans
[p.33, qq.31-3El
Plans for expansion indicate whether these
business leaders think their business has the
potential to grow in the communitSr. Task force rec-
ommendations may be designed to make sure that
existing business leaders are aware of available
training, space, and financial incentives.
During the discussion business leaders may di-
vulge invitations they have reeived to move to an-
other community or state. These offers confirm the
competitiveness of econornic development and al-
low local leaders to learn who their competition is.
A more focused and critical study of community
policies and programs can follow. Recognizing the
incentives offered may also improve business re'
tention and expansion.
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Any requests for business assistance should be
considered red flags and given top priority to be
promptly addressed. Special attention should be
given to business dosures. Other symptoms of
business stress also should be red flagged to ensure
that avenues of assistance are identified and pur-
sued. Personal, confidential consultations are a
good way to identify and improve access to essen-
tial expertise and resources. The "Follow-up Sug-
gestions and Red Flags" form in the hogram Tools
lp. 361 can help organize the concerns.
Recognition of goods and services purchased
antside th€ market area will help reveal avenues of
ecaulic leal%e. Any opportunities for business
subctitutitr that are dirovered rnay be helpful to
lml entr,epreneurs who are searching for profit-
aHe budmss alEnatives. These substitution
oppctunities often address both business and
household needs.
During this tirne, business leaders have an
opportunity to summarize their views, expand
their earlier rresponses, and provide insights that
might otherwise be missed. They often use their
responses to clarify problems cited earlier and
complete their descriptions of improvement.
Business Assistanct Need
lp.#, qq.39-441
Specific educational topics will be suggested by
the business leaders, and volunteers can recom-
mend already sctreduled seminars or workshops
for employees and employers. Often, however,
seminars will need to be specially organized and
rnarketecl to meet the specific needs.
hrsinpss leaders will often ask for assistance in
updating their business plans. Others just want to
disrss ttrrn with development officials. Recom-
mendations should reflect their specific requests
and identify alternative sources of assistance.
The sources of assistance already used by busi-
ness leaders will help identify alternatives for other
owners and managers. Their suggestions may
direct attention to awareness as well as improved
working relations.
The perceptions of relations a business leader
has with local government indicate the commun-
it5/s capacity for economic development. Business
leaders will usually need to provide a narrative
r€sponse to the questions in order to reveal how
effective they believe existing economic develop
ment policies and programs are, and how they can
be improved. Interviewers should encourage them
to provide more detailed answers.
Questions of Special Concern
lp.3sl
This section of the questionnaire is optional,
however, most local task forces include questions
that ask business leaders about special concerns or
proposals. Questions about housing transporta-
tion, and proposed community facilities or services
are often included in this section.
These questions should be designed b produce
responses that provide an accurate, complete view
of the issues or concerns addressed. Task force
members should carefully review ftese questions
with people experienced in survey research ard
use practice interviews to test the proposed ques-
tions.
There is no limit to the number of special gues-
tions that can be induded, however, it is imporant
to realize that as the number of quetions in a snrr-
vey increases, the number of people who refuse to
participate also tends to rise.
The Quationtuire:The Core of theProblmt - PageT
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Guidelines for Implementing the Program
How the Program Works
Once the volunteer team is assembled and
everyone understands the parts of the question-
naire and the information it will provide, it is time
to get started.
The steps involved in planning and implement-
ing a Business Retention and Expansion program
are dirussed in this section.
Pl,an the Program
Cr€atfurg a concise @inning-toend plan is
critical b fte pqtram. Generally, the proiect coor-
dinato'r or a rnember of the task force is assigned
the responsibility of identifying and listing the
important events of the program. The person with
this responsibility should develop a timetable with
the other task force members. Generally, three to
four months should be allowed to organize, recruit
volunbers, gather and analyze information and
write a final report that describes the proiecfs
results and recommendations. The BRE program
can be carried out any time of the year so that it
doesnlt compete with seasonal demands of the
community.
A checklist, found among Program Tools
tpp.37-381, describes the program process and will
help organize the work. It includes the basic tasks
found in a successful program. Additional respon-
sibilities can be added to customize the plan to
eachcommunity.
The final r€port presents the survey results and
the task force recommendations at a community
meeting. However, meeting is not an end, but a
bqt:inning of the efforts to address Business
Reterrtion and Expansion recrcmmendations. Imple'
mentation efforts need tobe monitored and
refined. Survey results and task force recommm-
dations need.to be updated every few years to
maintain and revise the community's existing busi
ness retention and expa.nsion efforts.
Critical Steps
The following steps describe the activities
important to the success of Business Expansion and
Retention programs.
... From Start to Finish
Step 1- Gather Community Commitment
Community supportand approval are essen-
tial. A sponsoring organization must be able to
offer financing and provide the administrative
services and leadership needed to win additional
support from key community leaders and organi-
zations.
Step 2 - Establish a Budget
The project coordinator works with task force
members to determine the administrative costs of
the program and prepares a budget for the spon-
soring agency. Items to be considered include:
r Printing - letters, invitations, question-
naires, training materials, and the final report
o Postage - press releases, letters, and ques-
tionnaires
r Training - room renhl, materials, and
refreshments
r Survey tabulation - it may be necessary to
hire a professional if volunteer serwices are
not available
r Visual materials for the final presentation -
slides or overheads
. Final presentation - nefreshments, room
rental, equipment rental, etc.
. Staff servicesfororganizingand keepingrecmds
of the program activities - necessary if volun-
teer services at€ not available
o Services of an outside facilitator, if needed
Step 3 - Announce the Program
The communit5/s support of BRE begins as
soon as the public announcement is made. The
more important and credible it sounds, the better
the participation will be. A formal proclamation
issued by local govemment officials (such as the
mayor) that endorses the program's purposes and
commends its supporters will build public interest
and support. This proclamation should be coordi-
nated with key government officials well before the
prograrnls official beginning. It can act as the first
press release. An example of a typical proclamation
reads:
Hw the Progrmn Works ... From Start to Finbh - Page 9
RESOTLTION
Wheras, the Arrytown, N ebrush,n City Coun-
cit recognizes theintportance of localbusinasa to
the eoiomic grwoth of our community anil state'
and
Wherus, Arrytoam, N ebruslu mioys the bm-
efits of luoing a oariety of inilusties locateil
within this communitY, anil
Wherus, a gooil ine of communiation
shoulil be stablisheit anil ruintaitud amongthe
industrial, busituss, anil gwonmental units of
this communitY, anil
Wherus, the bnsinas anil cioic ludas of this
community arewilling to use their time and tal-
mts for conilucting asuntey of our-conmunity to
rstattistr communication lina, and
Wherss, the infurmation d*ioed ftom thb
suraey wilt bnefit our o*ire community ry di"-
cwaing arus af mutrul concern anil facilitating
Iong-nngeplanning.
N w Therefore Be lt Rcoloed, tlut the
Anytoum, N ebr aska City Council d99 hete\
tWr*, the Businas Retention anil Expansion
Program surDey in aopentbnwith the Atrytoam
Buiinas Atliaice attit doa daignate M* lulie M'
Smith as theprqect coorilitutor fot theprogrmn'
Step 4 - Issue Initial Press Release
Media exlrcsurc is important to the success of a
BRE programsince it is the best way to alert busi-
ness ieadlers to the Program. The prolect coordina-
tor and task force members need to identify all
print and broadcast media outlets, and then phone
ihe media contacts to explain the program and let
them know how frequently they can expect
releases. Emphasize that any coverage they pro'
vide witl be aPPreciated.
An initial press release can be coordinated with
the proclamation or before the volunteer training'
It should indude the following information:
o The Prqlram's official title and the names of
the sponsors and proiect coordinator
. A brief exPlanation of the Progtam and its
benefits to the communitY
. The communiVs commitment to the pro-
Sam, including a mention of any official
proclamation
. The date the program officially begins and is
scheduled to be comPleted 
it
r A descriPtion of the role of the task force and
volunteer interviewers
r Quotes from the PrcFct coordinator, rePre
sentatives of the sponsoring agency or gov-
emment officids, if available
. Assurances of confidential treahnent of inter-
view data
An example of an initial press release can be found
in the Program Tools ap-gfl.
Step 5 - Confimr Data Processing Assistance
The proiect coordinator should find people
who wilicompile and analyze the data early in the
process and work with them to coordinate the pro-
bssing procedures with the methods the inter-
vieweiJwil use to record business leaders'
answert. The data Processors will need a good
understanding of the survey content b cqdtrt
their analysis and present the results'
The data processing can be conducEd lmlly,
however, to further ensiure tre confidenfnlity of
the survey data, outside data processing sennces
are widely used. Facilitators witr the Nebraska C-o-
operative Extension, and other organizations which
suppo* economic and business developmentrnay
becontacted to provide these services'
Step 6 - IdentifY Target Busine$€s
At this point, the project coordinau ard tasf
force memberswill develop a listof busirsb
be interviewed. The selection should be based on
the comrnunity's economic development goals ad
obiectives. Wt ite the type of businesses-selected
uaiy f"o* one community to anolher, three factcs
or iharacteristics should be considered:
. Economic impact - Businesses that sell
goods or serrrices in markets outside the
bmmunity and bring new inconre to the
communitY should be emPhasizet'
. Sufficient numbers - The number of hrd-
ness leaders to be interviewed shatld be
sufficient to ensure reliable results
. Businesses with similar rrceds ard cst'
c€rrls- Ovrners and managers with dmiler
production, manatelrrent, and marlcetirg
problems are most likely to provklc cwr
plete, accurate descriptions of their cmsrs
and suggestions.
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Businesses rnay be identified through: mem-
bership records of the chamber of commerce and
other business organizations, business directories,
community tax rolls, zoning recordt and the
Nebraslca Directory of Manufacturns (published by
the Deparhnent of Economic Development). State
and national trade or industry associations with
sufficientdetailed membership lists can prove
helptul aswell.
Step 7 - Review Questionnaire
Tt e proiect cmrdinator should review the
basic questionnaire with the task force to examine
each question for relevance. Those that are not
appropriaE to the community or to the characteris-
tics of ttc targeted businesses should be deleted.
Such changes will not affect the validity of the sur-
vey and will make the entire pnccess more effi-
cient.
This is the time to add questions of specific
local interest. These questions should be composed
by task force members, reviewed with the facilita-
tor, and tested to maximize the clarity and authen-
ticity of the expected responses. Two or three
practice interwiews with targeted businesses are
recommended to test these questions and uncover
interview problems.
Step E - Recuit Volunteer Intenriewers
The proiect coordinator and task force mem-
bers must recruit, and support volunteer inter-
viewers. The information the volunteers gather
during the visits with business leaders provide
information upon which task force recommenda-
tions depend.
The inten'iews are designed to dixover ways
to strengtlren the dimate for business. Volunteer
inErviewers ofFn have access to resources, con-
tacts, ard leverage that can address concerns
uncrovered during the visits. However, they are
expected to listen obiectively to replies that may
criticize current policies and programs, NOT to
defend them.
Volunteq IntmtieuTums
Twomember interview teams are recom-
mended. One member will ask the questions and
keep the interview on track while the other person
records the responses. Interviewers should rePre'
sent a cross section of professions and organiza-
tions. Bankers, educators, Extension educators,
derry, hospital administrators, business ownets,
retirees, engineers, editors and publishers, plant
rnanagers, and local government officials have
served as volunteer interviewers.
Teams with both a public official and a private
business representative reinforce the impression
that the program is a community-wide effort. Fur-
thermore, business leaders may be more sensitive
to the opinions or concerns of owners or managers
while a public official maybring to the interview a
special knowledge of community resources and
other public business assistance programs.
The number of volunteers needed depends
upon the number of businesses targetd and the
time each interview requires.Ideally, each team
should be assigned two businesses or industries,
but four business visits per team is reasonable. The
basic questionnaire is designed for interviews of
less than an hour, however, the questions often
generate discussions that increase the time
required.
A few volunteer interviewers will drop out of
the program after they attend the volunteer train-
ing session (discussed later in this section). Since
some volunteers will be unable to attend the ses-
sion or complete their assigned interviews, recmit
a few extra interviewers to help finish them.
Why Do Paple Volunteq?
Some people volunteer because economic
development is one of their pb responsibilities-
Others participate because they care about the
community and its economic development. Many
want to learn more about local business and eco
nomic development, want to meet new peopleard
develop mone personal and professional relation-
ships, and they want to become more active in their
community.
There are three key things to remember when
recmiting volunteers:
1. Personal contact from a task force member
greatly improves positive resPonse from poten-
tial volunteers. Task force members usually
phone or personally visit prospective team
members. That contact should be followed by a
letter to further explain program obiectives, the
volunteey's pb, and the date, time, and location
of the volunteer training session. A sample let-
ter is provided in the Program Tools tp. Sfl.
2. Return to the organizations endorsing the BRE
program and ask for volunteers. These ofgani-
zations will likely provide several volunteers as
part of their support.
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3. Try to obtain media coverage about the pro-
gram before beginning volunteer recruitment.
People who have already read or heard about
the program ar€ more likely to be interested in
volunteering when contacted.
Training lntemieuas
Two identical training sessions are recommend-
ed toensure theparticipationof all volunteers. Typi-
cally held on the same day, they allow volunteers to
selectthe timethatbestfitstheirschedule, and smaller
groups tend to have more questions and discussion.
Training sessions held in late afternoon typically fit
into everyone's schedule.
Volunteers who do not attend the training ses-
sion rarely complete their assignments. these vol-
unteers should not be assigned business visits.
Step 9 - Coordinate Volunteer Intenriew Team
Assignments
The proiect coordinator should make the initial
interview team assignments. Ideally, each
interview team will have no more than four busi-
nesses to visit. During the volunteer interview
training meeting these assignmentscan be
adiusted to strentthen working relationships and
improve the information gatheringprocess. A
sample assignment sheet canbe found in the
Program Tools Ip.4il.
Step 10 - Create Master Coordinating System
A critical part of the proiect coordinatoy's pb is
keeping track of the volunteer assignments and
their progress. A master coordinating list can help
facilitate this process. An example of the form is
shownbelow.
Efficiency and control ale greatly increased if
this information canbe maintained by computer,
either in a word processing text file or database
rnanagement file. It is possible to easily update
mailing lists and produce lefters tobusinesses who
agree to participate with zuch crcmputer file.
Step 11 - Send Introductory Lettel to Business
Leaders
The proiect coordinator and task force mem-
bers should work together to PrePare a letbr invit-
ing local businesses to participate in the survey.
This letter should be mailed the week before the
volunteer interviewers training sessions. A sample
introductory letter is provided in the Progran
Tools tp.52l.
Step 12 - Train Volunteer Intenriewers
Train the volunteers to make sure they are fami-
liar with the purposes of the Prqilam arrt their
responsibilities. A well-organized training session
should be completed in less than two torrrs.
A packet of resource rnaterials should be pre
pared for each interview earu Cogies of the fui-
lowing resources can be rnade from the Plograsl
Tools.
o Questions and follow-up sugtestim sheers
sufficient for their interviews
r A flow chart of 'Tssential Pr%ram
Elements"
. A irb description
r An interview assignrnent sheet
. A visitation schedule
. Copies of letters sent to business leaders
advising them of the survey.
The proiect coordinator also is encouraged to
prepare a schedule of events and background
material and descriptions of the targeted busi-
nesses.
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MASTER COORDINAilNG I.IST
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Name
Interviewer
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Interview
Date
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Drring the training session, the proitct coordi-
nator can review all of the support material and
diruss the following aspects of the interview pro-
cess:
o Settin8 up the interview - Personal contact
to arrange interview appointments should be
made shortly after the training session. Tele-
phone qcntact following the introductory let-
ter is a good way to answer questions and
.urange an appointment.
. Confidentiality - The classified nature of the
inEniew and the measures taken to safe-
guard tre tnrst and confidence of business
owrErs ard rnanagers throughout the proiect
sllgn U bunderwrd.
. Cqrducting the interview - Stress the im-
portance of completing all questions,
adequately recording explanations for all
narrative responses, and writing as legibly as
possible.
. What to do if Volunteers need the con-
fidence to handle unexpected questions or
challenges. Preliminary practice interviews
can help uncover problems and solutions.
Discussion of example situations, such as a
refusal to participate or a business that is moving,
should be part of the training. Volunteers should
identify reasons behind the refusal and try to com-
plete the interview. At these turning points, the
business leadey's perception of strengths and weak-
ness€s in the business climate rnay be particularly
dear. They may be more willing to discuss frankly
the real reasons for moving.
Step 13 - I$ue Second Press Release
Imrnediately after the training session, the
proFt coordinator should pl€pare and distribute a
second press release. This announcement should
reernphasize the importance of community com-
mitment and highlight the interview training. If
possible, itshould include a group photograph of
the volunteer interviewers. A sample press release
can be found in the Prograrn Tools Ip. a8].
Step 14 - Arrange Interview Appointnend
Follow-ups
Once the training session is completed, the vol-
untreers should call the businesses assigned to
them. They should keep records on the responses
to their calls, and report scheduled interviews
and/or problems to the proiect coordinator.
If a business leader declines to be interviewed,
the proiect coordinator should personally make a
second appeal with a telephone call or follow-up
letter.
Step 15 - Mait Questionnaires
Once an interview is scheduled, the proiect
coordinator must arrange to mail the questionnaire
to the business leader. The cover letter should
encourage business leaders to review the question-
naire before the interview. The cover letter also
should confirm the interview time and date. A
sample confirmation letter is found in the Progrant
Tools tp.53l.
During the interview, volunteer interviewers
will review each question and record all responses.
However, most of the time will be focused on iden-
tifyrng and describing conc€rns and suggestions for
improvements important to business.
Step 16 - Organize and Conductlnteniews
Once the volunteers have attended a training
sessiory they need to organize their business visita-
tions. They should:
1. Meet with partners and discuss convenient
dates and times for visits to businesses.
(Names, addresses, and phone numbers br all
volunteer interview team members should be
available in the training packeL)
2. Contact the assigned businesses within one
week. Volunteers should call to rhedule an
interview right after their training. Before that
trainin& each business owner or mamger
received an introductory letter so this caII b
uVeteil. (The name, address, phone number,
and contact person for each business should be
in the training packet.) The refusal rate Soes uP
as the time between the letter asking for par-
ticipation is sent and the volunteer/s call to
schedule an appointment increases.
3. Prepare for each visit. Knowing a few facts
about thesebusinesses will make volunteers
morc comfortable when conducting the inter-
view. It also shows the business leaders that
the crommunity (via the volunteers) cares about
their business and its well-being. The U.S.
lndustrial Adook published annually by the
U.S. Department of Commerce provides busi-
ness forecasts for 350 industries. Businas in
Nebraska is available from the Bureau of Busi-
ness Research, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
A telephone call to confirm the appoinEnent
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t
the day before the interview is strongly rccoftt-
menileil. This is not only a courteous gesture,
but also a gentle reminder of the appointment.
4. Conduct the interviews within two weeks. The
presence of both volunteer interviewers is
important to prove that the community is com-
mifted to business growth and to conduct
efficient and effective interviews. If one inter-
viewer can't be thbre at the last minute, the
interview should be rescheduled.
5. Return completed surveys to the project coor-
dinator.
At thebeginning of the intavial aolunteers houlil:
1. lntroducethemselves.
2. Briefly explain BRE program obiectives and the
survey.
3. Provide a copy of the survey if the business
leader does not have one.
4. Explain the data coding and aggregating proce.
dures that wiil be used to make detection of
individual .rnswers virtually impossible.
5. Remind the business leaders that they do not
have to answer any questions they find obiec-
tionable.
6. Never promise specific assistance - the BRE
task force will review requestsand respond
when resources are available. br those ciurcs,
permission for added follow-up rnaybe
requested.
When the interview begns, one volunteer
reads questions directly from the suney while the
other records the responses. Paraphrasing ques-
tions may change the meaning and often produces
inconsistent replies. However, volunteers should
feel free to probe or to ask related questions to ob-
tain more information.
At the end of the interview, thank the business
leader and explain that the results will be
announced at a crommunity event in a few months.
Following the interview the volunteers should find
a place away from the business to review the sur-
veys to eruiure that all answers are complete,
understandable, and legible.
They are also encouraged to describe special
concerns, business requests, and the need for
prompt follow-up. These follow-up suggestions
give volunteers an opporhrnity to record their
impressions while they are still fresh. These sug-
gestions should draw the proiect coordinatoy's
att'ention to items that need immediate attention. A
"Follow-Up Suggestions" form can be found in the
Program Tools Ip.35l.
The complebd survey and the attached 'Tol-
low-Up Suggestions" form should be promptly re'
turned to the prolect coordinator. The coordinator
r€moves the cover sheets and sends the surveys to
the person(s) working on the data processing.
The interview procless is the key element in a
successful BRE program. The project coordinator
can assist this process by:
. Scheduling a "Business Visitation Week" and
announcing it through news releases and cor-
rcspondence with business leaders.
r Establishing a cutoff deadline for the com-
pletion of all business visits with volunteer
interviewers during the training meeting.
. Askin8 each volunteer interview team to
report the dates of the appointrents atd fE
ocmpleM interviews O the pnftt oordine-
tor. When interrriews are defayed bE/qtd OE
agreed deadline, ask ask force menbers b
help reassign the business b another inter-
view team.
. Writing letters to the businesses to apress
the communit5/s appreciation fa ft€ teit
participation.
Step 17 - Review Retnrned Qucctionneine
As surveys are returned, the pr,oiectcoordina-
tor should check the suneys and question inter-
viewers about the replies that are not clear or
legible. The identifying cover sheet will be re-
moved and a code number assigned. The code
number should appear on each pageof the ques-
tionnaire.
The projectcoordinator also should review the
follow-up suggestions and requests for special
assistance. Even if the business leader asked for
special assistance, permission to refer the problem
to the appropriate agency should be obtained from
the business leader first.
Step 18 - Compile the Data
The coded questionnaires should be promptly
and securely sent to the people who will prccess
the data. After the data are entered, the original
survey forms are returned to the local project
coordinator.
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Step 19 - Develop Recommendations
After the data are coded and compiled, the
preliminary results are presented to the task force
rnernbers. They will first analyze "business" and
"cunmuni$/' results to identify and describe the
recommendations important to business competi-
tiveness and to strrengthening the communit5/s
business dimate. (The next section of this hand-
bmk discusses the development of these recom-
mendations and the design of the final report.)
Stcp 20 - Iscue Third Press Release
While tE final r€port is being completed, the
thfud press rdease can be sent to the media. This
rcleasanrnurres the completion of the survey
ad thephnsfora public presentation of the
results.It shonld be sbmitted about two weeks
before the community meeting. An example of a
third press release appears in the Program Tools
lp. ael.
Step 21- Present Findings to the Public
The program coordinator and task force mem-
bers should organize and present the findings and
recommendations at a community meeting. Formal
invitations should be sent to everyone who was
involved with the proiect and to the people who
could help carry out the recommendations. (More
information concerning the invitation list and the
steps to be taken in planning such a presentation is
provided.)
Step 22 - Issue Final Press Release
The final press release should summarize the
public presentation and note important findings.
Plans b carry out hsk force recommendations
could be included in the release. If possible,
arrange for a photographer from the paper to take
pictures at the event. A sample rlelease is provided
in the Program Tools Ip.50l.
Step 23 - Organizing Follow-up
Completing the survey is really only the
beginning of the program. Success ultimately
depends on the implementation of the rnecommen-
dations discovered from the concerns and sugges-
tions given by the business leaders. The proiect
coordinator and task force members need to moni-
tor protrcss, seardr for added resourc€s, and pro'
pose adiustments.
Many task forces find that targeted, ongoing
business visits are essential to existing business
rctention and expansion stratqgy. These efforts
include:
. Targeting new businesses and those in key
economic sectors.
. Organizing business visitation teams to make
a specified number of visits each month.
. Developrng visitation bams which indude
prominent local leaders from government,
development oqganizations, and other busi-
ness leaders.
. Encouragng team members to learn about
the business, asking about concsns ard zug-
gestions, and describing related policies ard
programs during the visit.
. Developing a short version of the BRE ques.
tionnaire to be used as a discussion guide
during these business visits.
Periodically, every two or three years, a rtore
comprehensive BRE proiect may be needed to
supplement these annual visits in order to o<plore
in greater depth changes in the factors that influ-
ence business competitiveness.
Hou the Progratt Works ... From Sta* to Finbh - Page 75
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Developing Recornmendations and
Implementation Plans
Competitive businesses are essential to long
term economic growth and development of every
community. During the personal interviews, exist-
ing owners and managers assess factors affecting
br.rsiness . Task force members use the
r€sporses b develop recommendations and design
implerurtation plans important to both business
competitiverss and community development
Inforrration Sources
Once dl of trc btrsiness visits are complete, the
tast f6ce nsnbers need to review the surveys
@ve collected and make recommendations.
Ttrey should point out signs of business stress and
requests for help, and they should identify poten-
tial problems. To make these determinations, they
may rely upon three souFces of information.
1. Information frosr Retention and Expansion
Surveys
Ttre survey responses of owners and managers
describe the challenges and opportunities impor-
tant to existing businesses. These responses are the
primary source of information that task force mem-
bers will use to develop recommendations to
improve the business climate.
Business leaders will provide some clear, well
defined descriptions of needs or suggestions for
improvernent. However, further analysis is
reguired to discover other clues or symptoms
impatant to business competitiveness. A two-way
anal)'sis of sun'ey responses is proposed.
o The firstanalysis focuses upon the responses of
each business leader. The purpose of this "busi-
ness analysis" is the identification of special
r€quests and early warning symptoms.
. The second phase explores general r€sponses
of all owners and managers. This "commu-
nity analysis" un@vers *idely shared views
about strengths and challenges, i.e. opportu-
nities for improvement in the local climate
for business.
2. Infonnation from Experience
Task force members bring an insiders knowl-
edge to the examination of the survey responses.
Their knowledge of economic and demographic
characteristics, conununity resources, values, and
experiences will help them form recommendations
and design implementation plans that are accepta-
ble to the communit5r as a whole.
3. Information from Other Communities
Selected community and economic developers
from outside the community also should be invited
to appraise the survey results and review the task
force recommendations. They are o<pected to iden-
tify other alternatives and/or alternative resources
that will help implement task force recommenda-
tions.
Recommendation Categories
There are three general economic development
strategies that can be derived from the information
sources.
7. Red flag reconmmilations arc concerns and
opportunities associated with the competitive'
ness of specific businesses. These recommenda-
tions should reflect individual requests, special
business needs and early warning signs of busi
ness stress.
2. Fine-tuning reconmmilatbns delal with similar
concerns or suggestions presented by sevelal
business leaders. They are associated with
improvements or opportunities that can be
addressed by edsting programs or resounoes.
Modest changes in resource allocations, extra
support from development grcups, or other
cooperation and collaboration opportunities
are expected to fine-tune the overall business
dimate of the community.
3. Iong-tom aotnmic dwelopmant stmt egia
should be periodically reviewed, refined or
adiusted. The analysis of sunrey results will
unccver conc€rns or suggestions that cannot be
addressed with existing programs or resources.
This should not be discouraging. Ecrcnomic
development is a long-term pb that requires
time and opportunities.
Developing Red Flag Recommendations
The business analysis of coded survey results
(from which the names have been removed) will
lead to the dismvery of individual requests for
assistance. A preliminary analysis of data should
reveal:
Doeloping Recommanilatiorc anil bttplanentation Plans - Pagel7
. SPecial requests for assistance in business
planning
. Location or spatial problems associated with
expansion Plans
. Plans to close, retrre, move or relocate
. Early warning signs or symPtoms of business
stress
Supplementary information may "l* F fo.und on
the iollow-up iuggestion sheets completed-by vol-
unteer intervieweis. lProgran Tools, p' 351
Before offering assistance, task force members
must make s ure thfi lnoe an itwitation ftom thae busi-
nrss unnerc or ffiatugerc. These follow-up plans
usually begin with prompl, private, ryrsonal con-
sultations.-subsequent efforts are made to ensure
that business leadlers have access to the appropriate
sources of assistance.
Fine-tuning Recommendations
The community analysis uncovers concerns
and suggestions that were shared by several busi'
ness leiders. Related recommendations are exPect-
ed to highlight ways to fine'tune existing Programs
or comriut ity resources important to business'
While these usually focus onbusiness dimate
weaknesses or improvements, opporhrnities to
build onlocal strengths should alsobe given atten-
tion.
Five topics commonly addressed by task force
recrcmmendations are:
. Business competitiveness - Special manage'
ment trainingon education toPics, expansion
barriers, impiovements in business services'
input substi-tutiont and entrepreneurship op
Portunities
. l-abor market - Employee training and pro'
ductivity, recruitment and retentiory work
force and human resource development
. Business and community services - Levels
of satisfaction and improvements in air trans-
portation, parcel carriers, telecommunication
se*ices, housing, and other services impor-
tant to business Performance
o Public services and facilities - ImProvements
in parking; recreation facilities and services;
zoning, permit and inspection Processes
. Economic development leadership - Recog-
nition, rewards, and training to strengthen
support, build knowledge,-and build collabo'
tati6t with economic development leaders
Implementation plans generally involve
,"rponlibt" officials wtto searcn for adiustmentsin
existing Programs or resources' Teams of people
with sJecial-expertise, resources or interests may
U" otgit"i"ua to provide slPPort, sfryi{3rma-
tion, fnd offer a3sistance' Proposed objectives
rf,""fa be feasible, practical and measurable activi-
ties that canbe accomplished in a reasonable time
or in onebudgeting P€rid'
Long-ternr Strategies
Research has shown that condnuity is a key to
economic development. Each community needs
iong-term goals and stratggiel that address all
diriensions of economic development'
While many factors important to business per-
formance seernto be outside local controlr $v€rr
time and opportunities community leaders can
raise additional resources, collabonte wi8t rEflt-
boring communities and imp'rove tdr capecity-b
-o" iith changing technological, ecuuic d
oo'titi*t factors]Th-e str€ngts and chaneryes E
6"ti""tt leaders identify Jtroun be used bet9d
or refine the communit/s long-term eqrt
develoPment strate gies.
Long-term irnplementation plans oftn c'tl b
further iesearch and education' Multi-cutultuitv
mllaboration or partnerships, ard tP"9tt r:tr*rt'
it g oppott"nities are comnpn of tE ptrr urt o
implement these recomrnendatirs'
Suesested Format for DeveloPing
Recommendations
The following steps will help task force rrr€rn-
bers use their time arr.d talent efficien0y and effec-
tively. However, rhedules that leave time for
deli6eration and discussion between meetings witl
improve recommendations and implementation
plans.
Step 1. Surveys and follow-up suggestions sub
' 
mitted by each volunteer interview team
should be promptly reviewed by the lool
coordinator to identify special requests for
assistance. Survey results should be coded
and compiled by an outside facilitator to
ensure confidentialitY'
Meeting#'1.
Step 2. Divide task force members into small
- 
trouPs to review the coded sun/ey
ftsponses.Give each grouP surveys of
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businesses that sell similar goods and ser-
vices (see survey question number two).
Ask them to identify requests for special
assistance and symptoms or early warning
indicators, and design recommendations
that address them.
StEp 3. InviE dl task force members to combine
ard refine these descriptions. Task force
members may want to use the '?usiness
AnalydsWorksheef' found in the Pro-
gram Tmls tp. a3l b help prioritize these
recomrsrdatiqrs
B#erding12
SEp l. Preparc tables presenting totals, averages,
ad nnges describing responses to each
$nrcy question. Combine and group simi-
lar concerns and suggestions.
Step 5. Invite outsider facilitators to review these
survey results. Their knowledge of other
communities and awareness of financial
and technical resources should be ofvalue
in developing recommendations and
implementation plans.
Meeting# 2
Step 6. Present statistical data and other suney
results b all task force members. Assign
one of the six questionnaire sections to a
task force subcommittee. Ask the commit-
Fe to write preliminary recommendations
based upon the concerns and suggested
improvements they discover.
St€p 7. Task force sembers should design imple.
mentation plans that address both fine'
hrning recommendations and long-term
strategies. A "Community Analysis
Worksheet " found in the hogram Tools
[p.A+!, helps identify factors important to
their implementation plans.
Beforemeding*3
Step 8. A task force member or an outside facilita-
tor with special writing/editing skills
should write a report highlighting survey
results and describing task force recom-
mendations.
Step 9. Give task force membersand outside
facilitators an opportunity to review the
draft report and make suggestions.
Meeting# 3
Step 10. Plan a community meeting(s) to present
task force findings and recommendations.
Following the meeting, prepare and pub-
lish sufficient copies of this report, along
with an executive report, for wide public
distribution.
Moving From Recommendations
Into Implementation
This program assumes existing business lead-
ers play a key role in the creation of community
jobs and investment opportunities. Their recom-
mendations and subsequent implementation plans
provide a plan of work for the communi$/s eco
nomic development efforts.
Common objectives found in implementation
plans designed by other task forces are described
below. They should be seen as a starting point or
ideas to be adiusted to fit unique local conditions.
Immediate Red Flags
Before action is taken on red flag recommenda-
tions, the business leadey's interest in special assis-
tance must be confirmed. Subsequent actions
usually involve personal contact by an appropriate
business or conununity leader(s). These visits are
designed to:
. Improve relations and demonstrate interest
. Build awareness of financial and technical
assistance
. Recqlnize and facilitate collaboration
. Offer support, provide staff assistance, atd
other business inctrbator ideas
. Build or improve communication linkages
between business and community officials
Direct requests for special assistance to outside
agencies or organizations. Local leaders can help
initiate, facilitate and monitor these efforts to make
sure the requested business assistance is provided
satisfactorily.
Short-tenn Fine-hrning Recommendations
These recpmmendations are often spunoff to
existing or newly created teams with the capacity
to:
r Organize, market, and present workshops
and seminars
I
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r Investigate, adapt, and support improve'
ments in services
r Arange and support market feasibility
studies
o Market or build awareness of existing busi
ness assistance
. Promote or advertise community strengths
. Recognize and reward leadership
. Provide, subsidize, or grve sPace to special
business services
It is not uncrcmmon for short-term proiects to
encounter barriers that raise fmstration and
uncertainty in the long-term planning procnss. A
feedback mechanism should be established to
reexamine recommended obiectives, reorganize or
reallocate resources, or search for new alternatives
to long-term concerns.
Long-ternr Strategies
Existing business owners and managers have a
umque, firsthand view of the employment and
investment decisions affecting the communi$/s
growth and development.The analysis of their
rcsponses leads to recommendations with prompt,
visible results. However, for some concerns or sug-
gestions that business leaders Present, obvious
solutionsor easily obtained results may notbe
available.
Most communities have organized a standing
economic development committee or council. Con-
sistency and continuity, community-wide interest
and zupport, and the management of limited
r€sources are essential to their success. Their tasks
often are to:
. Gather information from:
Internal Infomration Sources - Business
Retention and Expansion proiects, conunu-
nity attitude flrrveys,local or regional
"shoppers," and other sources of information
important to local business and community
development.
External Information Sources - Work-
shops, newsletters and reports describe
demographic and economic changes and
their effects. The annual 'Industrial Out-
l@k," (U.S. Dept of Commerce) and '3usi-
ness in Nebraska,' (University of Nebraska,
Bureau of Business Research), are two
examples.
. Develop and revise goals and annual
program obiectives around key business
concerns:
Business Competitiveness - Changes in
competitiory marketing and production need
tobe monitored and examined. Business
incubator ideas and feasibility studies may be
designed and suPPorted.
Labor Force Productivity and Availability-
Skills needed, labor projections, and available
training are important factors. Distant learn-
rng opportunities and Programs designed for
employee recruiting and retention need b be
explored.
General aua[ty of r-ife - Ecquric de:r*
opment is essential b oormrmity vietility,
Uut itisnot zufficient to satisfy allhd
and individud need$ Asessssrts of tci-
dents' satisfactiory attihrdes or PencePtirs
should be ocamined. Neigttbatils widin
and among communiEes has b€ctl .n avGoc
thtqtgh whidr resklent sadsfrtin lc btFl
improved.
Oversight Responsibilitieg
For many task force merrbers, implementation
is the mostsatisfying phase of these proiects How-
ever, when their favorite Proiect is implemented,
the other economic development efforts in the com-
munity often pause, decline and sometimes stop.
Task forces need to monitor or evaluaE the
progress of all their implementation plans. Regular
visits with existing businesses should be encour-
aged. Theinformation gathered is used b design
and improve ongoing economic development
programs. Then every few years a fornul Business
Retention and Expansion Pro,gram should be
considered.
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Making It Public:
Assembling and Presenting the Report
- 
It is very important that suney results and
task force recommendations are piesented to con_
cerned citizens and key leaders. fwo reports are
usrrally prepared.
One detail€d report describes the findings and
recommendations. This report places special
ernphasis upon the challenges and opportunities
fa improvement and usually has a limited distri_
hg* Copie are used by the projectcoordinator,
El' fqce rsnlers, plus otherbusiness and com_
rrrnity lesders to implement task force reconunen_
dtms. The second report, a brief executive
rrrrur ry, hi#ithts survey resulb and task force
rcqrsgdations. It is reviewed and discussed at
e puHk trEting ard widely distributed to volun_
E€r infrriewers, business owners and managers,
ard cqnrnunity leaders.
Assembling the Report
Tb full nepct irrludes enoughbackground to
rppar il: r.lidity of the study. It should describe
E ir ffiit€1 rcmunmdations and implementa_
Et pLns.
Tle report stnrdd also include the following sec-
tgtsi
. A foreword aplaining the importance of re.
firrg aisting busfuresses
r Afuftdgrsrts of the task force mem-
lrn r&rters from sponrcrin g organiza-
fn prrttipating budnesses, and others
rfuf+d witr the survey
o At lrdoctin briefly describing the Busi-
g lrtrtin and Expansion prcgram, the
ppc ud otiectives of the study
o A *r<riptirr of the questionnaire, proce.
drr€+ ard rrthodolqgy of the study
o The rnair findings of the survey, summariz_
mg ard highlithtitrs the most important
inforrnation with narrative and graphs
. Ceneral descriptions of the task force,s red
flag arrC finetuning recommendations and
long-term economic development strategies
. Appendices consisting of the study's sumru_
rized data
___Il*y be helpful to examine a copy of otherBRE final before stalting youiown.
Examples d firyl reports can be 6btainea through
the author; the University of Nebraska Center for
Rural Revitalization at 58 FyHall, p.O. Frlxg}ff,47,
UNI LincolrU NE 6583-0947;Departrnent of
Economic Development, 301 Centlnnial Mall,
LincolrS NE 68509, or from other communities that
have completed BRE projects..
Making the Public presentation
The public presentation of results and recom_
mendations is the final step in the Business Reten_
tionand Expansion program. However, ifs the
first step in using the reiults to strengthen the
communit;/s ongoing ecronomic development The
presentation of survey results and recommenda_
d"ry d help build the interest and support
needed to ensure implementation.
The Who, What When, and Where
The invitation listshould include the following
people:
r Representatives of the sponsoring organiza_
tion
. Task force members
r Volunteers
. Owners and managers of qcmmunity busi-
nesses (even those not participating)
. IrSally elected and appointed government
officials
. Chamber of commerce members
. Economic development committee members
r Representatives of the news media
o Representatives of the educational communi$
. Regional development agencies and
irutitutions
If the task force decides to host a sitdown
meal as part of the meeting guests for the head
table need to be chosen. Include the proiect coordi-
nator and executive director of the sfnnsoring
lgelcy,local governmentand other key civiJleaders.
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Schedule a time and place for the public meet-
ing. A c€ntrally located motel, restaurant or confer-
ence facility is a good choice. Check the seating
capacity to be sure it will hold the anticipated
crowd, but not so big that it gives the impression of
a poorly attrended meeting with lots of empty seats.
Finally, be certain to check on the availability of
audiovisual equipment and presentation aids.
Depending on the scope of the presentation, any or
all of the following equipment rnay be needed:
o Podium
. Mcrophone
. Lights
. Slides, slide proiector, spar€ proiector bulbs
or an overhead proiector
r Stands to hold the proiector
. Scteen
o Extension cords/adapters
Once the invitation list hasbeen developed and
the time and place for the event selected, the invita-
tion should be prepared. An example of an invita-
tion is found in the hogram Tools tp. 541.
The Actual Presentation
The formal presentation can largely follow the
order of the printed report. Slides or overheads
highlighting concepts or data from the report will
help increase the impact of the presentation.
As an example of a presentation, the Anytown
public meeting is outlined below:
l. Intrduction anil Ooeruiant
Proiect coordinator, ]ulie Smith introduced her-
self and briefly explained the roles of the people in-
volved with the proiect She summarized the steps
of the survey proc€ss and highlighted the
program's succ€ss. Slides or overheads supporting
her introduction included:
1. Title
2. Sponsoring organizations
3. The communit5/s base industry
4. Why retention?
5. Phasesoftheprogram
6. Key roles and responsibilities
7. Key obiectives (present each obiective sepa-
rately)
8. Benefits of the pro{iram
9. Types of businesses surveyed
Following her introductory remarks, Ms. Smith
asked the task force Chairman, Joseph Conyers, to
iain her at the podium.
ll. Acktnwleilgnrats
Task force Chairman C-onyers expressed his
gratitude to everyone - slx)nsors, task force mem-
bers, volunteer intenriewert and the business own-
ers and rrurnagers who were interviewed. Special
thanks were given to Mayor Paul Carson and
members of the city council for their suPPott and
encouragement. He then returned the podium to
Ms. Smith for the remainder of the presentation.
III. Maior Finilings
Ms. Smith gave a detailed overwiew of the
study results. Her presentation closely followed the
final report that would be distributed at the end of
the meeting. Supportingher presentation were the
following slides (or overheads):
1. Categories of goods and services sold or
manufachrred (pie chart)
2. Year firms were established tbar graph)
3. Sales trends $ar graph)
4. General business trends (pie chart)
5. Opinion of the community as a plre b do
business Gar gtaph)
Transportation used (pie chart)
Location of primary financial, hrdness
counseling senrices
Employment level trend Gar gaph)
Wage levels for skilled and rm*illed ntst-
ers (scatter diagram)
Number of employees n€edcd in rst tro
years (bar gaph)
11. Training/educational n€eds Oist)
12. Plans to move or dose all or part of the
business (pie chart)
13. Recommendations for new business enter-
prises (list)
14. Recommendations of business education
programs (bar graph)
lV. Recommanilatiotts
Here I\[s. Smith described recommendations
based upon the concerns and suggestions uncov-
ered by the study. She presented implementation
plans proposed by the task force. Small dirussion
groups were formed around special interests to
diruss these recommendations and the implernen-
tation plans. The "Implementation Plan" found in
the Program Tools tp.45l was used to guide the
discussion.
I
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V. WmVup
Ms. Smith acknowledged economic develop
ment as a continuous process. The project was but
a milestone. She encouraged participants interested
in becomingmore involved in business retention
and expansion to consider working with the task
force members to carry out the recrcmmendations.
Ms" Smith again thanked everyone who partici-
pated in the survey proc€ss. She also thanked those
who were present and invited them to irin the task
force for complementary hors d'oeuwes.
Weye b Implove Attendance
Expeiere zugestscertain elements are asso'
ciabd with well-att€nded and meaningful corunu-
nity meetings. Sorne communities may not be able
b follow all of these zuggestions because of fewer
resounces, none0reless, consideration of the follow-
ing elements arc strongly recommended:
Organize and plan the meeting collectively - The
coordinator, facilitator, and task force members
must decide as a grotr? the date, time, place, format,
and people to be invited to the community meet-
ing.
Make the meeting a social event - Have the
meeting in a banquet room or hotel. Send out invi-
tations and request an R.S.V.P. Serve refreshments
or a meal. A hosted dinner is ideal. If you follow
this pattern, dinner can follow the introductions on
the agenda. Allow time for mingling and socializ-
i.g. If you want good attendance and attentive
guesb, you need to make the meeting more than
iust a meetin&;you need to make it a social event.
Obtain media coverage - Newspaper articles,
radio spots, and television coverage before the
meeting will help increase attendance. Media cov-
erage gives the event credibility and importance.
Media aoverrage after the event, however, is more
likely since more "news" can then be reporEd.
Highlight program reeults - Do not schedule a
speaker or other activities that will overshadow or
divert attention from your purpose. Holding a
separate meeting focuses attention on program
findings and recommendations. This public pr€sen-
tation provides an opportunity to acknowledge the
ctrntributions of task force members and invite
others interested in the follow-up work
Additional presentations of key BRE program
findings and results to civic dubs and community
organizations are expected. Select those findinp of
partiorlar interest to the audience, allowing time
for feedbacl and identify human and material
resources available for follow-up.
Give a personal touch - Although the business
leaders have received a written invitation, invite
them by phone. This added personal touch will
increase attendance.
Do not present findings and recommendations
prematurely - The process of gathering and ana-
lyzing informatiory developing recommendations,
writing and publishing the final report will take
several months. Premature disclosure of prelimi-
nary findings and recommendations may ceate
confusion and weaken supportand interest. A
public rneeting that gives tuests the first opportu-
nity to read and hear about the summary report
will help to darify the information and build
enthusiasm for economic development
Itiaking It Public: 'Assembling anil Presettting the Rryrt - Page 23
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Program Tools
Examples to Assist Program Management
PAGE
aoesdqurateand Follow-up Suggestions ""'27'#
llmgesEt
InEvbwbamresources:
Esilialprcgnmelements
fddesiptiott
InEvbwassignment
Vidtatim schedule
enabnls and impl€fit€ntation resources:
htdrcs analysis worksheet
Cmurrmity analysis worksheet
trplmenaUotplan
l. Pnfct announement
2lrrFviewtnining
3. Surveycwtpletion
{. hblic ureting announcement
l. To Vdtrrcer intenriewers
2 To Eudrc owners and managers
3. To C-ctfirm interview appointsnents
{- ffiirn b Ure public meeting
hG\lL{tE don
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Code No.
NEBRASKA
BUSINESS RETENTION & EXPANSION
QUESTIONNAIRE
ADDRESS
OFFICIAL INTERVIEWED (name, title):
INTERVIEWDATE:
IITITIItIt|r
l
l
t
l
l
t
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VISITATION TEAM MEMBERS:
This survey will take approximately one hour of your time. Your respolrses will be used to improve the com-
petitiveness of existing businesses in the community and the overall business climate.
TO MAINTAIN YOUR TRUST AND CONFIDENCE:
Code numbers will be assigned to each business when this survey is returned to the proiect coordinator. This
cover sheet will be removed before the responses are compiled and analyzed.
REQUESTS FOR BUSINESS ASSISTANCE:
Several public agencies or institutions offer training or financial, technical or other types of business
assistanle. With-your permission, responsible officials will be notified of your special requests or interest in
their assistance.
Permission granted
Permission denied
Il
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CodeNo.
I. ECONOMIC HISTORY AND CONTRIBUTIONS
What year did your business begin in this commut ity? """""' 19-
What general category(s) of goods or services are sold? (Check all that apply.)
Agriculture and food Processing
Construction and building
Transportation, utilities, and communications
lvlanufachrring ..............
Wholesale trade ..........
Business services
Retail
Health
Other CIriefly describe)
What percentage of your sales are made to local customers from this county?
In what other markets are your goods or services sold? (Check all that apply')
Adioining crounties
Other states (please identify below)
Foreign countries (please identify below)
5. How many full-time people were employed at this facility last year?
Administrative and nranagement ..................
Skitled (special training required)
Unskilled (no special training required)...
6. How many part-time or seasonal workers do you employ?
Seasonal....
7a. What was the total value of wages and salaries paid to employees living in this
county last year?
h. What was the total value of wages paid to employees living outside this county
last year?
8. What was your firm's average annual gross sales for the last three years?
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9.
10.
Are management decisions inlluenced by affiliation with a Parent comPany, corporation
or cooperitive? ............. ......... Yes - No -
(If NO, skip to question 11,If YES...)
What influence or assistance is provided by a parent company, corPorate or cooperative affiliate:
None Some A Lot Total C-ontrol
1 2 3 4
7 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
II. BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
In the last three years, has the area's ooaallbvsiness trend:
Stayed about the same
Improved
Rate your satisfaction with the services that directly and indirectly affect your businesJ performance.
Purchasing
Marketing.
Management assistance
Research
11.
SERVICES:
Satisfaction Doesn't
APplyHigh Medium Low
Electrical
Natural Gas
---Glecommudcation
C-able
Fire Protection
Police Protection
Road /Street Maintenance
Storm Drainage and Sanitary Sewer
Solid Waste Disposal
Water Pressure, Supply, Quality
Regulations and Code Enforcement
Land Use and l'lanning
Primary, Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Post-Secondary Education
Mail and Parcel
Health Care/Hospitals
Financial
Transportation
Recreation and Fitress
Child Care
13. Which service(s) would youmostli/reimproved?
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14. How could they be improved to better meet your business needs?
15. What is your opinion of this community as a place to do business?
Poor (explain why)
t
I
I
I
15b.
77.
16a. Does your firm have sufficient room (property) for expansion at your present
site oi location?
If NO, are there other available sites that would adequately meet your needs? ..'.... Yes No
Does the present traffic system provide reasonably satisfactoqy access to your
businessf.. . Yes-llo
If not, what improvements would you rccommend?
18. Do your crrstomers/employees have any parking problems? Yes-hlo-
If yes, what are they?
19. What transportation systems are important to your business for inventory and products sold: (Check all
thatapply.)
Inventory Products Sold
I
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CodeNo.
27.
(Circle the number that appliee)
20. Where is your company's pimary financial
instihrtion located?
Where are your firm's credit needs normally
obtahed?
Secur€d, short terrn loans ..........
Long term loans .........
Applied researdr capital........
Initid start-up venture, high riskcapital ........
Where are special business and financial
counseling services normally obtained?
Financial and risk management
Legal devices
Insurance devices ......
Accounting and tax nranagement.....................
Other business services: (briefly describe) .......
Within
thie
conrmuni$r
I
1
1
1
1
1
Outgide this
communitybut
within a one
hour drivc
2
2
More
Oran one
hour drive
away
3
3
Doea not
APPIY
o
0
1
1
1
1
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
III. WORK FORCE AND TABOR MARKET CONCERNS
23. In the last three years, has your firm's local employment:
Increased
Decr€ased
Remained about the same
24a.
24b.
24c.
Have you had problems recruiting employees? ...................... Yes No
Have you had problems retaining employees? ... Yes No
If YES, briefly describe the problems you experienced in recruiting or retaining skilled or unskilled
employees?
SKILLED employees (special training required):
LJNSKILLED employees (no special trainingrequired) :
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25. What are the average hourly wages (without benefits) of these employees?
Skilled employees (special training required) ..............$.
Unskilled employees (no special training required) ............'...........$.
Part-time employees ...............$
26. What benefits/incentives are offered to full-time employees? (Check those that aPPly.)
Paid vacation
Paid sick leave ..........
Overtime pay .............
Health insurance .............
Pension, retirement plan (outside social security) ..............
Training support
Child/adult care services ................
Recreation/fitness
Other benefi ts (please specify):
27. How rnany employees will you need to hire in the next two years?
Full-time....
Part-time
Seasonal
28. Derribe improvements that would make this area (community or business) more attftlctivt to PtcPec-
tive employees.
29. What training programs would you r€cornmend to meet your changing business needs?
30. Which institutions do you believe should be called upon to address your training needs? (Check all that
apply.)
Area high school
C-ommunity college
State colleges ...............
University
Government agencies
Others (please identify)
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IV. BUSINESS PTANS
31. In the last three years, have your firm's sales:
Declined
Stayed about the same
Improved ...........;........
32. Are there technolory or marketing innovations that would improve your business
profitability? ................. Yes 
_ 
No 
_ 
Not Sure
If yes, briefly describe them:
33. Are you anticipating any of the following changes in your business during the next three years? (Check all
thatapply.)
Expand facilities in this community
Expand in another community
Hire additional employees ..............
Reduce the number of employees
Expand the line of goods and/or services
Reduce the line of goods and/or services......
Sell your business.........
Change production methods, new technology or equipment.
Other (please describe)
Y. Has another city or state contacted you about relocating or expanding your business
elsewhere? .......................................... Yes No
35. Do you have plans to move or close all or part of your business at this location? ...... Yes 
_ 
No
If yes, what can be done to keep your business here?
%. Does your firm buy goods or services outside the area that a local business could
provide?. ..... Yes_No
(If No, skip to question 38)
37. What mapr types of business goods or services are purchased?
l
l
l
l
IT
38. What new business enterprises would you recorunend for this area?
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V. BUSINESS ASSISTANCE NEEDS
39. Which public agencies, educational institutions or other sources of business assistance have you asked
for help?
40. What improvements would you suggest o make their assistance more helpful to a business?
Would you like to receive assistance in development or updating your business
plan?.......... .. Yes - l.Jo
Would you like to discuss your business plans with a local development
organization representative?........... .. Yes - hlo
43. Which business educational programs would you reconunend? (Check tlpse in wNch yo ruH bc
interested.)
Finance/capital sources
Business /employee relations
Export/ foreign marketing
Marketing strategies
Customer service
Advertising and promotion ..............
State and federal regulations
Second language training
Cultural awareness, beliefs and values
Other (briefly describe)....
I
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42.
4. Other suggestions or ideas for improvement in the local business climate.
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vI. QUESTTONS OF SPECTAL CONCERN
Local task force members should discuss and describe issues, problems, or proposals of special local in-
terest. Questions designed to explore these topics should be developed with the proiect facilitator. These
questions should be tesd or pilobd locally to assess their ability to provide resporuies useful in adckessing
related issues and opport-unities.
PROMPTLY RETTJRN THIS COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE TO THE
PROIECT COORDINAIOR IN A SEALED Er{VErOpE.
;l
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FOLLOW.UP SUGGESTIONS
ANd RED FLAGS
(Completed by volunteer intenriewers)
What concerns or suggestions appeared to be most important to this business owner or manager?
2. Identify and briefly describe requesb for a follow-up visit, or responses that Point to the relocati<n' dcre'
or expansion of this business.
Ranktheurgencyof afollow-upvisitfromonetofivewithfivebeingthemosturgent.(circleyourresponse')
i
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1.
Not
Urgent
1
Very
Urgent
5Need for follow-uP
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Attach this form to the completed business sunfey and return it
to the prbiect coordinator
BUSINESS RETENTION ANd EXPANSION ACTION CHECKLIST
I. PREPA,NANON FOR PROGRAM
Person Responsible Deadline
WriE a news release announcing the BRE program
Review the questionnaire and design special questions
Nominate volunteer interviewers
Request the volunteers' participation by mail
Finalize the Ust of volunteers agreeing to participate
Develorp the list of businesses
CreaF a master control list for visitation assignments
N. TRAIMNG OF VOLUNTEERS
fthedule training sessions for volunteers and task force members
Organize volunteer interviewers into teams of two
Assign no more than fourbusinesses to each interview team
submit a news release describing the training Program and upcorning
interviews
Hold two alternateive training sessions
Itr. CONDUCTING VISITS
Mail letters to businesses describing the program and
requesting particiPation
send confirmation letter with surveys to pa.rticipating businesses
Make appointments for visits
Complete visits and interviews
Write letters of appreciation to local businesses
Reassign businesses missed to special interview teams
Person Responsible Deadline
Person Responsible Deadline
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IV. DEVELOPING RECOMMENDATIONS
Detach cover sheets and send coded surveys to data Processors
Hold task force meetinp to review and discuss the identified
business concerns
Identify immediate problems or red flags and design follow-up
Identify community business dimate problems and develop
recomrnendations
Keep a record of all follow-up strategies
Write a nents release about business visits and early success stories
V. PREPARING THE FINAL REPORT
Prepare the first draft of the written Proiect rePort
Hold task force meetings to review the rough draft and plan the
community meeting
Develop an invitation list for the community meeting
Submit a news release announcing the community meeting
Organize a community meeting to present the survey results and
disctrss recomrnendations
Develop a follow-up news release highlighting the results of the
program and the communitY meeting
Person Responsible Deadline
Person Responsible Deadline
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Essential Program Elements
Improve
C-ommunications
Channels
Recognition of
TargetFirm's
Economics Input
Assess Business
Climate Strengths
and Weaknesses
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A IOB DESCRIPTIONfor
VOLUNTEER INTERVIEWERS
DUTIES or MAIOR RESPONSIBIIJTIES
1. Each visitation team will be asked to interviewthree to four of the targeted firms. Team members will be
expected to make an appointment with each employer before their visit
2. The obiectives of these visits are:
r the demonstration of a positive business interest or attitude.
. to obAin and record complete, accurate resPonses for all questions.
o to explore individual employers complaints, concerns or suggestions.
REQTTTREMENTS OR QUALTnCATTONS
1. Team members with a genuine interest in the community and cpncern for economic opporturyles 9f bott
present and future resiients are needed. Their respons$,itity is to gather informatioo not to defend cur-
rent policies or Prograrns.
Z. Team members \^rith both businegs and community decision making experience are neconunerded to
obtain complete and accurate information
3. Team members need to have sufficient time and dedication to complete their visig arxC have aommuni:a-
tion skills adequate enough to obtain and then accurately rePort employer resPonses.
4. The tmst and confidence of target employers is essential to the success of expansion and retmtixr €ffats
Therefore, the assignment of taiget finnsTemployers to visitation team members should be rnade b 'v(it
the threat of disclosure.
TIME COMMITMENT
All visitation team members should plan to attend one of two training meetings where goals, obiecuves
and procedures will be explained and materials provided'
Interviews should require less than one hour. Team members are expected to review employe/s
resporu*s for clarity and iegibility.They should identify responses that require immediate or special attention
and add their recommendations for follow-up.
A recognition meeting will be planned for Visitation Team members and employers to share results, dis-
cuss future plans and express appreciation for their contributions.
COORDINATOR'S ASSISTANCE
The project coordinator has been asked to answer all questions or concerns that may arise during this in-
formation gathering process. Please do not hesitate to share your suggestions, questions or concerns so he/
she can use the information to help others complete the task'
Return the completed questionnaires to the proiect coordinator. The proiect coordinator will mail letters
of appreciation to tirget emptoyers signaling the complete of the information gathering Proc€$s'
BENEFITS AVAILABLE TO VOLUNTEERS
Upon request,letters of recommendation will be provide-d for promotion, or career deve)opment
p,rrpo'*r. farticipating visitation teams are expectedio develop adaed contacts and strengthen avenues of
communication.
VOLI.JNTEER'S IGNATI.JRE
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COORDINATOR'S SIGNATURE
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Volunteer Interview Teams
INTERVIEW ASSIGNMENTS
Business Visits
Code #
1 .
2.
3.
4.
l .
t .
6.
7.
8.
2.
9.
10.
11.
3.
13.
14.
15.
76.
4.
77.
18.
19.
5.
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VISITAilON SCHEDULE
for Volunteer Interviewers
Tasks To Be ComPleted
lntroductory letter sent out to all business leaders explaining the survey and asking for cooperation'
T
T
I
I
I
IIr'l
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
I
I
I
Dates
6/79
6/23 -
6/24
6/24-
7 /31
Train interviewers.
Interviewers contact assigned businesses by telephone to schedule interview appointment'
Immediately after setting uP an appoinhnent, call the Proiecl coordinator at 
(ph' #) so the confirrna-
tion letter can be mailed out. Allow enough d*e for the business leader or nranager 
to review the
questionnaire before the personal visit'
(2-3 days
prior) ' Make a call to confirm the appointment'
6/24-
7 /31 Complete Personal interviews.
All questionnaires should be completed, reviewed for legibility, and returned to trc P'roFct 
office
Return the questionnaires as you complete each interviei, rather than all at onc€' Pleas 
r=turn any
unused questionnaires.
Return Questionnaires To:(Proiect ioordinators's name, address and phone number)
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BUSINESS ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
Business:
C-ontach
Tide:
Address:
Interviewen Telephone:
Special request or problem:
l
I
I
l
I
I
I
l
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
I
l
l
ll
Recommendation:
Assigned
Telephone:
Action/resolution:
Datedosed:
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IMPLEMENTAflON PLAN
A. Problem description or PurPose:
B. Proposed objectives and responsibilities:
C. Committee name:
D. Committee type: Standing (on-going)
E. Chairperson's name:
F. Members (people with special interests, talents/skills or knowledge):
G. Reporting times (for evaluation and adiustments):
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
H. Budget - resourc€s needed/available:
I. Coordination with other committees:
L Other:
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SPONSORING AGENCY LETTERHEADI RELEASE #1
FON,IMMEDIATE RELEASE
tD.r!l
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
[Proiect coordinato/s name]
Community Economic Development Program Formed
tC-ounty or community namel will implement a Business Retention and Expansion (BRE) economic devel-
opnrent pro{iram [date], accrcrding to [proiect coordinatoy's name], ProFct coordinator for the Program.
The BRE program will help eisting businesses within lcounty/comrnunity namel become more competi-
tive and will identify any impediments that discourage tocal expansion. [ProFct coordinatoy's last name] sai4
aistirqg btrsinesses account for about 40 to 70 percent of all new pbs. Helping established companies increase
treir unpetitiveness helps ensure that those firms will stay and expand in the community, thus providing
rueopportunities to lcounty or community namel.
lspqt5g company's namel is sponsoring the BRE ProSram in [county or community name]. In addition
to Ore suppct of lname of sponsoring agencyl, [number] recmited volunteers will help carry out the pro-
g'am- The volunteers will visit about [number] local manufacturer€ and service businesses to gather informa-
6on The questionnaire the volunteers will use was prepared by the [county or community name] and state
spqrsors to identify individual business needs, concerns, and suggestions about the local climate for business.
lPnoie'ct coordinator/s last name] emphasized the confidentidity of the information gained from these
vtsits. The results will be reviewed to find solutions to the problems. Their findings will be presentd at a
public meeting. Assisting [proiect coordinatoy's last name] with the analysis of these problems is foutside
facilitator's rnme if applicablel, who will act as the facilitator and [number] task force members. These mem-
bers, comprised of civic, business and educational leaders, will work in parbrership with the project coordina-
ts and facilitator. They include [ist the task force membersl.
Their findings will be presented at a public meeting. "[Quote from proiect coordinator describing the co'
oper;ative nahrre of the program or his expectations,l" said [project coordinatoy's last name].
xxx
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
[Datel
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Volunteers Complete Economic Development Program Ttaining
TSPONSORING AGENCY LETTERHEAD]
RELEASE#2
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
[Proiect coordinato/s nane]
Two training sessions for participants in an economic development program that begins this week were
held [date] at the [placel, according to [proiect coordinatoy's namel, proiect coordinator for the program'
[proiect coordinatoy's last name] said, 'llolunteer interviewers attended one of the two two-hour training
sessions to become familiar with the [county or community namel Business Retention and Expansion (BRE)
Program.
The BRE program will help existing businesses within [county/community name] become more competi-
tive and will identify any impediments that discourage local expansion, according to [pro]ect coordinator's
last namel.
,,euote from the proiect coordinator emphasizing the importance of the volunteer interviewers to the pro
gram," said [proiect coordinatoy's last name].
The program is designed to stimulate economic development by helping existing industry, according to
[project coordinator,s last name]. [Proiect coordinato/s last name] pointed out that to trelp industry, a c{rn-
munity must first identify industr5/s needs and problems and then address those concerns to improve the lo
cal business climate.
The two-member volunteer teams will visit [numberl local firms between now and [date]. During each
visit, the volunteers will use a questionnaire to gather information abouteachbusiness. The two training ses-
.sions last night were held to help prepare the volunteer's for their interviews.
,,[euote from a volunteer about what he/she learned from the training sessions or his/her opinion of the
protram after the training or about his/her participation in the proiectl, said [name], a volunteer interviewer'
D'ring the training the volunteers were able to ask questions of [Facilitato/s name, title] who has helped
many communities throughoutNebraska with similar BusinessRetention and Expansion Progrirms. They also
reviewed the.questionnaire and the background material on the businesses they will be visiting'
[proiect coordinatoy's last name] emphasized that the information gathered through the surveys will be
strictly confidential. The information will tre reviewed by the proiect coordinator, facilitat'or, and task force
members. They will address the problems, concernt and needs mentioned by the businesset with the inten-
tion of improving the local business climate.
,,[Quote from proiect coordinator about his/her expectations of the Program or the results ad recommen-
dations at the endl,' tpropct coordinatoy's last namel said.
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RELEASE #3
TSPONSORING AGENCY LETTERHEAD]
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: FOR MORE INFORMATION:
tDatel tProiect coordinato/s namel
Community Economic DeveloPment Suney Completed
Ttre [county/community] Business Retention and Expansion (BRE) Program completed a lcity-wide or
cotrnty-widel sumey of lnumber] businesses. The program's task force will present its findings and offer its
recornmendations for economic development at [time], ldatel in the lname of the room] of the [placel. All
tlrce interested are encouraged to attend.
The survey, sponsored by the [sponsor companyl, is the basis of a comprehensive profile of the [city's or
count5/sl business communi$r. The participants represent over [number] Percent of local businesses.
I-ooking at the progress of the protram, which began last [monthl, Project Coordinator [namel expressed
lhis or herJ satisfaction with the results. Said [project coordinatoy's last name] "[Quote about the cmperation
received from the business communit5r.l"
People interested in aftending the results presentation should contact [project coordinatoy's last name] at
[phone number and/or address] by [deadline date] for a reservation.
XXX
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ISPONSORING AGENCY LETTERHEAD]
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
lDatel
FOR MORE INFORMA'TION:
lhoiect coordinatoy's name]
I
I
T
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tCity/County namel Business Profile Presented
The lCity/County name] Business Retention and Expansion (BRE) program task force presented the find-
ingp of the recently completed [city-wide or county-wide] business survey. The goal of the suney, sponsored
by [sponso/s namel, was to build a data base that will help the community establish communication linla
with local businesses and provide adequate services as those businesses grow.
The final report highlighted several aspects of the survey and outlined the recommendations for action
The recommendations included: fiist several recommendations].
"[Quote about the follow-up planned for the recommendations]," said [proie6 coordinato/s narrreL
proiect coordinator of the program.
Over [number] businesses werle represented at the event. Also attending were [names of local or staE
dignitaries presentl.
xxx
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Letter # 1'
(Sponsoring AgencY Letterhead)
lDatel
[Inside addressl
Dear [Name]:
Thankyouforagreeingtopa*igeatejnthelcountyorcornmunitynameJBusiness.RetentiorrandExpansion
(BRE) program. es a.v-otunteer interviewer y;;; u.riticur eleilent in this Proiect, ponsored 
by the lsPon-
sor company's namel.
Tlre general purpose of the BRE program is to help o9r-existing industry' to 
do this' we have asked local
leaders, like yourserf, to visit sev"""l fir-"i;g;ili".informati6n "to.tt 
ir,uir needs, concerns' and opinions of
lcounty or community ""^"r as a placeto';ffi;il; rr,J*r"ro..oon 
will help us improve our local busi-
ness climate a ^*a ,i"T*i" of o:ur existing businesses and future 
businesses'
To tell you more about the program and-your role in it, we are 
holding two tr.aiT.r,rg sessions for all of the vol-
""Gr; you need *Jl'*:"u"ffi o* "i,ir"* *rrio* that lasts tt"o 
"ia one-half hours. These sessions are:
1. [Date, time, and place of session 1]
2. iD"te, time, and irlace of session 2l
PleasecompletetheenclosedresPonsecardandsendittomeatyourearliestconvenience.Ifyouarcatdlun-
sure about participating, Please attend one of these sessions ""y*"y' 
Aft:i 11"^T,-TPg 
you can make your
decision.
Wegreatlyappreciatey.ourcooPeratigninthiscommunity-wideeffort.Yourparticipationasavolunteeris
critical to the succ=ss of the program *"rr* *u wourd tit ""^ur" t" 
".rry ont this rogram without the hetp
of or local leaders.
If you have questions about the program' please call me at lphone 
numberl'
Sincerely,
tProie'ct coordina tor/ s namel
BRE Proiert Coordinator
Enc.
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(Sponsoring AgencY Letterhead)
Dear [Namel:
I am writing to invite you to take part in the [county or community namel B]:i"T.: Retention and Expansion
(BRE) program. Our communi{s overall *"U-U""ig depends ott ihu Present health and future growth of
local businesses. To help firms itay and expand in tlounty or community namel positive stePs must be taken
to identify and meet the needs of these firms'
An indepth survey of [county or community namel businesses is crlyentllbeing conducted under the spon-
sorship of [sponsor ";p""ir name]. ttre interviews are conducted by volunteers from the business commu-
nity, civic groups, and the ?ponsoring organization(s). The intervieweis have been carefully selected 
ard
tt i""a for"ttriitast. All information will be kePt confidential.
The survey has several obiectives, amonq them are to:
. Estabtistr ongoing communicationlet'veen local government and local business;
. Developactearrinderstandingof yourviewof l.6""tyorcommunityname-leconomy;ard
. Determine if there are any oUJtactb that might discourage you from expanding in lcounty or
communitynamel.
Oneof ourinterviewerswiu contactyou soonfor an appointment. Onceyou have accepted, y9n1 4besent
part A and part n or ii" q"Ltio"*ii". vo" "i" "t.oni"g"a to review the questions and cwrplele ore orat
call for a number, " -"k;; yes/no resporu;e. During tf,e inErview, the team will check these nesponses 
but
*iU rp""a moet of the time discussing ways to strengthen the business climate'
Your candid responses to the survey questions will p-rovide a vital benefit to yorrr cCImPany andthc
nity. you will bd d;d;;;i; ;rifi;ty report *hutt "t analysis of the shrdy results 
is completed'
Your cooperation is very much appreciated'
Sincerely,
tProiect Coordinatoy's Namel
BRE Proiect Coordinator
Enc.
lDatel
llnside addressl
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Letter # 3
(Sponsoring Agency Letterhead)
lDetel
Itnsite addressl
far[Name]:
Tha* you for agreeing to take part in the [county or conununity namel Business Retention and Expansion
GRD Prrogan Jponsored by th" [sponsoring compa.ny's name]. This letter confirms your appointment l*th
thr.d6s leader(s) name(s)l at ltime and date]. You are encouraged to review these questions and complete
dE ftat ell for a number, a rank, or a yes/no resPonse.
Dndry their visit, the volunteer interviewers will check these responses. But most of the time will be spent
Oescrting business concetns, opportunities and improvements that would stengthen our climate for busi-
rrs. lt is important that all of the survey be completed so we can produce an accurate profile of local busi-
IESEi.
All of yqr answers to the questionnaire will be kept confidential. Only aggregate data from all the participat-
irg brrdnesses will be used in the final report and recpmmendations.
StoEerdy,
lhoiect cmrdinatoy's name]
BRE Proiect Coordinator
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You are inoiteit to attenil thepraantation of thc firul rqott of Atrytount's
Busittss Retention anil Expansion Ptogram
TuadaY
October,20'7994
430P.m.
Squire Rcrim - AttYtown lnn
21AThitil Stteet
Anytourn,Nefuqsk.u
The ptogram wilt be followd by comp-lanentar.U-.h.o2!'oeuw6'
printd copia of thb s;oey findings anit recammetiitatiotrswillbe distibutd 0tthisnl/ilg'
RS.V.P. 555-2670 W Fiday, Octobq 76'7994
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Evaluation of
Retention and Erpansion Business Visits
County/Community
l. What was your role in the local business retention and expansion program? (Cirde all that apply.)
a. C-oordinator
b. Task force member
c. Volunteer interviewer
d. Irdividual interviewed
e. Facilitator(s)
Agency/Institution
What is ),our enrployment affiliation? (Circle all that apply.)
a. ElecEd public official
b. Appointed public official
c. Education official
d. Economic development professional
e. PrivaE erployer
t. PrivaE employee
g. Retired
h. Other (please specify)
How sucressful was this program in demonstrating a pro-business attitude? (Cirde one.)
during firm visit
l
l|
t
lt
l
t
l
How successful was this program in helping business firms learn about state develoPment programs?
(Grdeone.)
NotVery Successful
1
NotVery Successful
1 2 3
Not Very Successful
7 2
Not Very Successful
1 2 3
Very Successful
5
Very Successful
4 5
Very Successful
4 5
Very Successful
4 5
5. How successful was this program in helping local leaders understand the strentths and weaknesses of the
crcmmunity from the perspective of local businesses? (Cirde one.)
HowimportantwasitthatUniversityeconomistsanalyzcd thedatacollectedonthefirmvisits?(Circleone.)
t
l
7. Overall, inyouriudgment, how effectivehavetherecommendationsand theimplementations (BRE plans)
been for improving local business crcmpetitiveness?
a. Veryeffective
b. Effective
c. Uncertain
d. Not effective
e. Harmful
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fUb hE bcerr the most irnportant accornplishment?
Od, h yclt' irdgment, how effective, zrill the BRE plan be in improving local business competitiveness
Ita tlo to five Years?
r Eyfttive
t *fre
G- lbr-r
d, l$cftcrir=
c- lhl
Uth it 6: lrd imPortant recommendation that needs to be accomplished?
11. Pleoce rae the following factors of the BRE program'
1. Contetrt of the questionnaire
2. L€ngth of the qustionnaire
3. ldaintenance of confidentiality
4. Resolution of local Problems
5. Support ftom state staff
6. DevelopmentofPlan
7. Implementation of strategic plan
Excellent Good
a b
a b
a b
a b
a b
a b
a b
Fair
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
Poor
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
Don't Knod
NotApplicable
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
t
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12. If youwereaskedbyabusinessorgovernmentinaneighboringcommunitywhetherornotthatcommunity
should establish a bng Program, would you recommend it?
a. Yes, definitely
b. Yes
c. Uncertain
d. No
e. DefinitelY not
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Isgud in fi.rrtherance of C;ooperative Extension wg$<, Ads of May 8 and June $, 1914, in cooperation-with the
U.S. O"p""tot*t of Agdculdre. Kenneth R Bolen"birector of Cooperative Extmsion, Unlverslty of Nebraska,
Institute of Agriarltue and Natural Resoures'
It is the policy of the University of Nebraska-Liruoln I stitute of furicultut? and ry:tuTl RY{rces not to discriminaE on the basis of selc' 
ige, handlcap, ."", .ofot, t"f6on, marital statw, ve6an's statu& national or ethnic origin or sexual orietrtadon'
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